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INTRODUCTION

Many farms in Western Oregon have forested areas within

their bounds, and greater emphasis is now being nlaced on

the development and utilization of these woodlots in con

junction with farming than ever before. However, the shabby

and unprosoerous aopearance of so many of these farms in

dicates the necessity for olannlng and for orooer management.

The wide variation of the different tynes and conditions

of farms in Western Oregon make it. necessary for each farm

to be handled under individual treatment This paper,

therefore, shall be confined to the develonment of one farm

in a specific communitv.

This farm is unusual in that the oresent livelihood of

the owners is based unon a nursery ind\istry. The sale of

hod^dendron and Azalea stock showed amreciable material

returns for a number of years; however, only recently have

the Rhododendron Gardens yielded the orimary income.

The work involved in farming and the work necessary to

maintain the nursery offered serious conflict to the success

of either. Under the circumstances, farming as such suf

fered, and within the lart few years the nursery has bepgared

the most attention. Chickens scratching out olsnts have been

put ut> in jars, cows with a taste for camelia.s have been

sold and harvesting the grain has been put off f> show

visitors ar-und the gardens.



The nursery, however, occuoies only a small oart of

this farm, and this olan is offered for better utilization

and development of the entire olace.

Its ouronse is to enable the owners to exoloit to the

best advantage the natural resources with which this farm

is endowed. Practically, the developments should give a

better background to the nursery and give the place a

higher quality of advertising anneal.

A good deal of emnhasis has been nlaced on the nursery.

It was nurtured on dreams and imagination. Yet one cannot

miss the imnllcations of its nossibillties when one realizes

that after twenty years a hobby begins to yield twenty-four

hundred dollars a year.

Furthermore, it is honed that the undertaking of this

prolect with its educational and esthetic values will be of

interest and offer enjoyment to the immediate community.



A PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND THE MANAGEMENT

OF A FARM IN WESTERN OREGON

The nlan for the development of any area for management

follows a recognized nrocedure: a general reconnaissance of

the area; selection of the site: a detailed itudy of the

resources of the selected site: a correlation of the land

uses of that niece of nroperty with particular references to

the desired functions* and the orenaration and execution of

the olan.l

GENERAL RECONNAISSANCE

A general reconnaissance indicates an over-all survey,

the ournose of which is to enable the planners to see the

area as it is related to the surrounding territory. If there

were more than one farm which ml^ht be considered for devel

opment, the relative suitability of each could thus be easily

comoared. The survey Includes the location and the general

descrlntion of the vicinity.

SELECTION OF THE SITE

Th" general reconnaissance ends with the selection of

the site.

RESOURCES OF THE SITE

Factors involved in the study of the resources of the

site are the tvoe of soil, the climate, and the vegative

cover: tooograohlc features such as road, trails, and

creeks; and any wildlife which is oresent. The tyne of



son and the classification of vegetation may be secured

from courthouse and county mans. The other information may

be taken from field notes.

CORRELATION OF LAND USES

The land uses must be brought together in a working

program for the benefit of the oeonle involved, yet improve

the utility of each of the uses.

Particular regard must be given to the effect the de

sired Improvements might have upon existing land uses.

PREPARATION AND EXECUTION OF THE PLAN

The essentials of a good management plan Include the

following facts:

Clearly stated should be the objective of the plan or

what is expected to be accomplished.

There must be a knowledge of the intensity of manage

ment which is required, and will be permitted by the funds

available.

The desires of the land owners and their specific

interests must be understood.

Ways and means should be developed for providing in

ducement sufficiently attractive to stimulate a permanent

interest.

There should be a field plan of specific requirements

necessary to meet the desired improvements.

An outline is necessary for outtin* the management



plan into operation.

There should be available instructions on how to do the

job, or information as to where these instructions or help

could be found.
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PART II

THE STUDY OF THE AREA

RECONNAISSANCE

This farm is located in the Willamette Valley at the

very foot of the east side of the Coast Range. It is situ

ated at the head of a valley. To the west, the range rises

rapidly, end there the mountainous forests are broken only

by two farms partially c">eared for agriculture. To the east

the rolling hills still retain much of their forests, yield

ing, however, within five or six miles to flat, open country.

Within the community are one turkey ranch, several wheat

farms, one or two livestock ran"es, and several farms whose

owners work away from home. The farm dealt with in this

paper has a nursery business.

The communitv is c^'rsad its length by Owens Creek.

Lagging operations are carried on in the small private hold

ings in the mountainous regions.

One of the farms was recently acquired by a land corp

oration, , subdivided into ten-acre plots, and offered for

sale;, thus the rural population is expected to increas-.

SITE

Choosing this farm for planning improvements was based

upon the availability of the ^ronerty for study, the suita

bility as a related forest Industry, and the desire of the

owner for such a. project.



HISTORY AND LOCATION

Government homestead land was acquired by Mr. and Mrs.

James E. Barto in June. 1020. This quarter section of tim

ber land is located on the highoass road, ten miles west of

Junction City in Lane County, Oregon. Once the main route

to the coast at Florence, the highoass road is now & county

road and is used mostly for rural travel exceot during, the

dry summer months, when the road over the summit is then

passable.

This farm is now referred to as the Rhododendron

Gardens. The raising of this stock was begun as a hobby,

and in 1926 a small greenhouse was built. Small farming

was carried on with livestock and gardening.

On the one hundred and sixty acres of land are second

growth timber, as well as all age types of reproduction.

Two sawmillis have been located on this area since it was

homesteaded.

At present there are about fifteen acres cleared of

timber. Eight acres of this are under cultivation; the rest

Includes pasture and the Rhodendron Gardens.

RESOURCES

Tyoe of Soil: This farm is classified under the forest

type; the soil is known as .Melbourne Clay.2

The climate is the Willamette Valley. It is moderate

in temperature and has little of the fog which pervades the

more open section only a short distance away to the east.



Vegetative Cover; Most of the farm is Douglas-fir and

young reoroduction whioh breaks into occasional open flats

and hillsides which have not yet reforested. Along th«

creek and springs are elder (a), big-leaf maple (b), willows

(c), and several cottonwoods (d). In the canyons are to be

found some Western Yew (e), and an occasional Western-red

Cedar (f).

The ground cover in the open is bracven: along the

creek it is blackberries and Salmon berries. Salal is

heavy in s->me places. There is very little ooison oak.

Roads and Trails; Most of the farm is readily access

ible by way of the old logging tramways and the stock trail.

Because of the fewer number of stock which has been run on

the farm in recent years the tramways andTrails are somewhat

overgrown.

Waterways: Exceot for some four hundred feet, Owens

Creek flows through the entire length of the farm.

Sizable cutthroat trout have been caught from this

stream, although in recent years the fishing has not been

too good.

Wildlife: In this area are to be found numerous black

tailed deer, some grouse, quail, mountain beaver, and fish.

Squirrels and chiomunks. also graydiggers, are common. An

occasional coyote strays in.



CORRELATION OF LAND USES

This subject is referred to in the conclusions when the

desired devel-oments of this farm will be clearer to the

reader.

PREPARATION AND EXECUTION OF THE PLAN

What Is Expected To Be Accomplished: The plans are

effective for the farm area exclusive of the Rhododendron

Gardens. They are divided into two specific developments

and four advisory proposals.

A recreation area and a specimen tree forest or arbor

etum will be discussed first.

In the second groiio are types of information pertaining

to methods of collecting and using data for a stream and

lake surveys use and disposal of the timber on the farm; the

use of the area as an outdoor laboratory for the study of

natural sciences; and general remarks.

Intensity of Management, Funds: There will be no sudden

and intensive activity to ~ut the wlan into action. Rather,

this oaoer will serve to keep in mind the recommendations

suggested, and to enable the owners to measure their progress

as time and funds become available to make the improvements.

As to the funds, there is hesitation to attempt to enlist

any monetary aid from the community, which would perhaps back

the development of a recreation area.
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This hesitation is felt because of the nature of the

rest of the land and its uses. Private control must be

maintained. There is no thought that the recreational area

should become a profit-making enterprise.

Interests of the Owners: The nursery has become an

integral part of this Western Oregon farm. The greater oart

of the owners' ti^e and efforts are spent on the care and

maintenance of this two and a half acres of rare and exotic

species.

For a higher degree of efficiency and for more satis

factory results, a wording plan should be drawn \io for the

nursery alone. However, that is a complicated problem in

itself, which would entail many hours of planning and con

sultation which is at this tima impossible.

The owners' desire the activities of the over-all

management plan to be correlated with the main Industry.

Permanent Interest: Permanent interest may be se

cured by continually bringing to the attention of the

owners articles and pictures of other places which have

been imoroved. Added inducement for this olan comes from

the interest and encouragement shown by friends and

neighbors.

Another stimulation for continuing with the management

olan will arise as the community youth grouos and grade

school children make use ~f t^e area. They will not be



allowed indiscriminate use of the area; however, organized

groups will be encouraged.

Putting Plan Into Operation: The overall management

plan will receive t^e attention second to that necessary in

the care of the nursery.

Exectlon of the management ~lan will progress in the

following order:

The specimen tree forest will be the first undertaking

because its work will be comparable to the work done in the

nursery. At the same time will be the work on the live

fence. This last is mentioned under general remarks.

The use and disoosal of the timber is current, deoend-

lng upon the possible sale of stumnage, and upon the needs

of the farm for fuel and repairs.

The use of the area as an outdoor laboratory will also

be a current activity.

The development of the recreat' on area to the extent

suggested, and the use of the data for the stream and lake

survey will probably be the last measures t° be put into

ooeration.

Instructions: Specific Instructions necessary for

carrying out the v^rlo\as plans may be obtained from several

sources. For the arboretum, the blotic and environmental

characteristics of t^e trees may be obtained from the tree

source, as well as from such books as Harlow and Herrar,
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Sudworth and others.

Future possibilities of the timber, and its best

util'zation may be secured fr~m the extension forester at

Oregon State College. Dan Robinson. Information may also

be secured from Walter Fergeson, leader of the Clackamas

County Farm Forestry Project for the Soil Conservation

Service.

Designs for the development of the recreation area may

be secured from either Park Service or Forest Service

Handbooks.

Information about collecting and using data for a

stream and lake survey may be obtained from the W'ldlife

Department at Oregon State College.

Other Instructions may be obtained fr m numerous

USDA publications.

Field Plan: The field plan will be dealt with in

section III of this paper.
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PART III

FIELD WORK

RECREATIONAL AREA

A. DESIGN AND DETAILS OF PICNIC GROUNDS

There is no place in the community where any recreation

facilities have been developed. Thus, not only may the

owners employ an$ added feature for their oersonal advantage,

but this area may a"1 bo ~rovide th*? 1 ~cal community with a

much-needed place for olcnlcs and small group outings.

The practical valine of such a development from the

owners* standpoint may ^e understood *h«n attention is

focused on the correlation between the nursery indiastry and

the long distances which customers have to travel to reach

the Rhododendron Gardens. Again, choosing a olant is a

time-consuming process which continues more often than not

far past the noon meal hour.

A pleasant lueh area would do much then to ease the

hurry and irritation consumate with missing one's meal.

The Picnic Area: There are two orimarv tyoes of forest

campground. Overnight capping and daytime picnic area are

these two. This particular area is being designed for both

uses .

In the plan of a camp area, the 1 cation, design, con

struction, and use of facilities should be explicit.
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Although this is a small private picnic area, attention

must be given to certain details so that the end result will

be pleasing as well as practical.

Harmony must be obtained by correlation of two appar

ently opposing aims.3 The use of the area, -"-ersus the -re

servation of the scenic qualities are important. "For one

family this would not be too much of a problem; however,

this area will, to a limited extent, be at the disoosal of

the community.

There are many picnic grounds whose lack of attract

iveness sho-"S that the designers harbored the false premise

that the above two aims cannot be correlated. Their hypoth

esis is aided by the acceoted conclusions that "informal

organization characterizes natural scenery and it results

from irregular arrangement." The error in the planning

results when "informal arrangements" are confused as meaning

hanhazardness . Actually picturesqije end non-symnetrical

comoostions are desired.-'

Besides the Pleasing srnesrsnce of a designed oicnic

area, there are definite oractical advantages. It is

obvious to expect the soil around tables and fireplaces to

be well packed. 1f the tables are permanently located,

vegetation over most of the rest of the area will suffer

relatively little damage. However, if the scattered arrange

ment is used, or if the tables may be moved, vegetation is

often destroyed, and in time even the shade trees suffer as

the soil is eroded fr~m their roots.3
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Another advantage is the concentration of the service

area. Again, locating the fireplaces so prevailing winds

will carry the smoke away from the tables eliminates that

too common nuisance.

Tyoes of Buildings: There are four definite classes of

shelters in recreational areas; emergency shelters, fire

place shelters, group picnic shelters, and recreation

shelters. The emergency shelters are the simplest t^oe.

The name is self-explanatory. Fireplace shelters may be

used for picnicking or camping. Group picnic shelters are

somewhat recent in development and they meet a definite

public demand. Here a large picnic group may carry on its

entire activities during stormy weather,-"

Fireplaces: There are no standardized types of fire

places as found in public picnic grounds. Local customs

and fire requirements are variable; also, builders of

fireplaces may, because of inexperience, construct outdoor

fireplaces without, some of the necessary qualities which

an$ efficient fireplace should have. Available fuel is

also a factor which affects the design of the fir*nlao«.

There are three nur-oses of on outdoor fire The camp

fire or council fire is created for a social or sentimental

reason. Fires for heating ere desired in an open camp in

stormy or cool wwather. Cooking meals, however, is the

most important use of outdoor fires.3
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There are four desirable characteristics of picnic

fireplaces :3

Safety against spread of fire; efficiency for coking:

reasonable annual cost; and attractive appearance.

Safety against spread of fire may be secured with th!

use of a fireproof base, and by arranging the fireplace so

that the enclosed end is opposing the prevailing winds. This

will eliminate the danger of the wind nicking up sparks.

Enclosed chimneys in fireplaces provide to o much draft,

and this draws most of the heat up the chimney. This

results in slow cooking and excessive use of fuel. Again,

when the grate is built flush with the tor. of the firebox,

wind strikes the cooking utensils from all s1des and

cooking will be slow.

The later designs In fireolaces tend to be smaller,

lower, and simpler. This results in a better appearance and

lower cost. Firebrick should always be used to insure

greater durability.

Tables: There are three definite classes of materials

from which tables may be constructed. There are those made

entirely of square sawn lumber; those built of logs or logs

combined with sawn lumber; and those built of masonry or

masonry combined wit1- either'.logs or lumber.3

Few picnic tables have been designed for attractive

appearences, but are either extremely ugly or very common

place. Besides the very desirable aesthetic quality, the
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picnic tablet should have stability, durability, and should

be constructed and maintained at a reasonable cost.

The first low cost in table construction should not be

so overemohaslzed that flimsy, short-lived materials will be

used. Within reasonable limits Increase in weight and in

massive quali+v increase durability, decrease annual cost

and Q-enera.ny add to the attractiveness of appearance.

Stability depends great"1 y upon the form of leg arrange

ment of the tables but the weight and mass ive^ess of the

materials used is also an important factor.
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B. THE FIELD PLANS

There is no striking "excuse" for making the area chosen

into a recreation si+e. However, there is a definite charm

in the cold mountain stream which will provide a swimming

hole, a ready made small flat for Softball, and a grove of

timber bordered by a spring which gives a secluded and def

initely woodland character to the picnic grounds. The work

entailed in this project will be almost entirely confined to

the construction of the buildings and eq-'ioment, as little or

no clearing will be necessary.

Description: The recreational area is neturally divided

into two parts by Owens Creek. The Western boundary is again

bordered by the creek as it offsets a short way to the North.

The east boundary follows a natural draw which breeks into an

open, brushy hillside to the south. The softhall or games

area will be on the western portion, and tLhe-picnic site on

the east.

The construction details of facilities used in the

recreational area may be found in the appendix. These were

chosen for their particul-r aptness in this locality.

LAYOUT OF THE PICNIC AREA:

The actual facilities Include:

Access roads and trails, the water system, and devel

opments such as shelter, toilets, fireplaces and tables.
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Access : Access to the general area will be gained by

following an old logging road which follows the creek from

the house to the recreational area. Most of the cars will

be narked by the house rather than being brought up to the

picnic area. The road will have to he repaired.

From this road there are now two stock trails which

1 ad to the place where the cabin will be built. As this

area is to be left as natural as possible, trails will not

be graveled, but will be indicated by clearing of vege

tation.

The trails will be for two uses; travelfrom the Picnic

areas to the Playground, and for convenient use ~f facilities

in the picnic area.

Water System: Water will be piped from the spring which

has enoughf all to supply the necessary pressure to force the

water up to the cabin. A small dam will be built where the

pipe line begins. Its maintenance will be negligible in time

and effort. Because of the location of the spring it will

undoubtedly be used for drinking nuoroses as it is.

Shelter: The recreation shelter is the type to be used

in this olan. It will not be large or elaborate, but its

uses will be several. It will permit overnight camping of

such groups as girl or boy scouts, or 4-H clubs. There will

be room for indoor games and even dancing.
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The cabin is situated on the brink of the slope to the

creek. It faces south or up to the outdoor fireplaces and

tables.

Sanitation: It is important that proper precautions be

taken for the disposal of sewage and garbage.

The toilets and thegarbage pit will be constructed as

shown in the designs in the appendix. The garbage pit will

have the pleasing appearance of a low solid bench.

Fireplaces: There will be two fireplaces, one for

cooking end'one for warming. Their construction and olacement

are shown in the aooendix designs.

THE GAMES AREA

The orlncioel development In this portion of the recre

ation area will be a swimming hole. The dam will be placed

where the water now is about two feet de^-p, and the banks

about eight feet high. There will be no elaborate construc

tion, in fact, little more than increasing the depth of the

water. The banks will be cleared of brush at that point.

The flat area must be cleared of eome brus>> which ex

tends into the middle from the edges. It will be used for

a softbail diamond,

A teet.ertotter has been olaced in the camo area as

indicated on the mao, for added interest end as a mild

form of relaxation.
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One corner of the flat playground is reserved for the

other olay facilities which will include a swing, slide,

bars, and a horshoe pitching court.
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THE ARBORETUM

The owners have long desired a speciman tree garden as

well as a speciman garden for tlw Rhododendron and Azalees.

In some ways this w ould also be an experimental project.

Even an attempt to grow some of the native Northwest trees

here would prove interesting. No pine trees have been seen

past a point a mile and a half to the east because of the

heavy stands of Douglas fir, although there are many open

spots on the east side of the coast range summit in that

particular locality. There are also no hemlock trees.

These trees will be as varied as possible, and will be

secured fr°m different forest nurseries throughout the

country. Instructions for their care and maintenance will

be secured at that time. The positions are indicated on the

map, # 2 . The character of the arboretum will not take on

a psrklike appearance, but will be casually arranged.
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LAKE SURVEY

The information which should be secured in a stream

and lake survey is herein included because of the creek which

flows through the farm and through the community.

There are several objectives of stream and lake survey

work. It is necessary to determine the best species, 8i?«,

and numbers of fish to plant annually in relation to food,

angling intensity and other environmental conditions found

4
in each water surveyed.

Im rovements which would better the natural environ

ment should be determined. Any suitable rearing pond and

hatchery sites should be located.

Whether or not existing fishing regulations are suit

able should be determined, and recommendations for changes

to be made relating to the season, beg, or size limits, lures

and methods of angling should be listed.

The objects of stream improvement ere to provide shel

ter for trout, improve thi rood supply, improve the spawning

conditions, and orevent ex+remes in volume end tempersture of

water.H

Surveys are important beca se they ooen up problems,

and although they do not usually solve them, sometimes

recommendations can be made at oner for the corrective oro-

cedures.

Although the owners may initiate such a study, this

should be a community oroject rather than a orivate under

taking .
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USE AND DISPOSAL OF THE TIMBER

No cruising was done on this farm to determine the value

of tve timber, but there is timber of piling size which two

Eugene companies have looked o-er. The owners have hitherto

hesitated to sell stumoage, however, because of the possible

destruction to the reproduction through which it would have

to be dragged. A factor of equal importance is the tendency

of loggers to begin en operation and then leave many down

poles or logs which is a loss to tve owner, Increases the

fire hazard, and adds to the unsightliness of the pis ce.

However, in the future, marking trees for sale will be prac

ticed. Because of the war it has been impossible to consult

with the owners and correlate their desires on the use and

the disposal of the timber, with practical suggestions .

That this may become possible at the war's end, the reference

to Clackamas Co., Oregon, wood lot development is given.*

The Clackamas Co. forestry demonstration project is

proving to be a profitable experience for farmers who consider

their timbered acres on en annual cropping basis.

Many and veri-d timber products are be'ng marketed. The

list includes cascera bark, cedar shakes, sawlogs, fence posts,

hop poles, fuel wood, oulpwood, piling, car stakes, ship's

knees, fir pitch, sword fern,end sawn lumber.

Since the last mill was on this place, fuel end fence

posts have been the only uses of the woo* lot*' Except for the

possible sale of piling, these will continue to be the uses

now.
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THE AREA AN OUTDOOR LABORATORY

The Smith-Hughes Future Farmers of the Juction City High

School have already visited this farm on their various field

trinfl. They are interested in numerous things, from propa

gation of plants to the construction of the pipe system.

The author discussed with both the FFA and the Botany

teachers the desirability of using this place as an outdoor

laboratory. Botany in the high school has not progressed to

field trips, but both teachers expressed their opinion that

it was an excellent idea.

The author feels that if such en idea was suggested to

the local grade school and the area made available, the

children in the community would benefit both in knowledge

and in appreciation of their environment.
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GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS

Fences: It is the design of the owner, and his expressed

desire, to build a living fence around the farm. For this

purpose, the author of this thesis planted trees obtained from

the Oregon Forest Nursery in the spring o^ 1944. These were

Port Orford Cedar. Sitka Soruce. and Ponderosa Pine. An al

ready impregnable living fence is the line of holly planted

along the roadside a short distance at the entrance to the

farm. One tree which will be used in this fashion is the

cherry plum (Pm»«» j^.) . This tree has spines on the trunk

which meke it desirable to prevent trespassing.

The practical edvent8ges may be shown in the reduced

amount of time out expense in maintaining fences.

Build ings: The home dwelling was razed by fire in 1940.

Rebuilding a permanent home will be one of the more immediate

post-war projects.

A new barn is needed. Although the nursery usurps more

and more time, some livestock wil probably always be kept.

Roads, Bridges, and Gates: The two entrance gates need

replacing and the two bridges need repairing. The roads are

satisfactory up to the farm buildings.

The road to the recreational area needs brushing out.

'"'his is one of the oia logging roads. After cessation of

logging operations, the planks were hewed into something

resembling railroad tracks, and wi+h flanges secured from

an old-fashioned railroad car in the vicinity, and a Willis
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Knight body railroad conveyance was operated. This was used

one year to haul slebwood from the mill and another time hay

was harvested and hauled from the area which is designated

now as the playground area.

This experimental railroad was abandoned for various

unsatisfactory reasons.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing management plan has been prepared with a

long range viewpoint. Although the entire orooerty was

brought under the olen for recommendation for improvements,

focal ooint is the Rhododendron and Azalea nursery with

which all other olans for land use must be correlated.

The organization end errengement of th« soecific devel

opments, and the outline of general improvements now offers

an efficient end practical olan for this farm management.

The correlation of the present land uses with the future

land uses is shown by the greater emphasis which is being

placed an the nursery and the gradually diminishing amount of

time and effort spent on livestock and farming.

The question of the financing of each imorovemrt in the

recreational area has been brought up. I feel tv,et such im

provements would pay for themselves in the long run through

the advertising 8ooeal of a better appearing place.
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